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At least 13 killed as truck carrying pilgrims to Shah Noorani shrine falls into ditch 





Truck fell into a ditch in Balochistan's Hub district on its way to Shah Noorani shrine located in Khuzdar district
















	


On Eid, Gen Munir calls for vigilance 'against adversarial elements seeking to destabilise region'
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COAS Gen Munir celebrates Eid ul Fitr with troops in Miran Shah and Spinwam in N Waziristan district of KP




	


Three sons of Ismail Haniyeh killed in Israeli airstrike: Hamas media
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Israel's military offensive in the Gaza Strip has killed at least 33,482 Palestinians and wounded 76,049 since Oct 7




	


Pakistan marks Eid ul Fitr with prayers for oppressed Gazans
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In Eid messages, President Zardari and PM Shehbaz ask nation to remember Gazans and Kashmiris




	


Five PTI workers arrested outside Adiala jail released after brief detention
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The PTI workers were arrested for filming during PTI's protest outside Adiala Jail




	


Pakistan to ask IMF for fresh bailout package in spring meeting
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Size and duration of upcoming bailout package will be worked out by the IMF’s review mission




	


'Illegal settlers' behind rampant Karachi street crimes: minister
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"Sindh government is making every possible effort to control street crimes," Memon says




	


X blockage causes surge in VPN apps demand
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X is currently inaccessible in Pakistan and it has been at least 45 days that services are blocked




	


PM-led delegation troubles passengers aboard PIA flight
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Passengers say they waited at Lahore Airport for two hours despite the PM-led delegation leaving aircraft




	


Eid greetings: PM Shehbaz vows to strengthen ties with Qatar, Turkey
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Premier Shehbaz reiterates government's commitment to deepen economic and trade ties with Qatar 
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In pictures: Palestinians mark Eid as Israel's onslaught in Gaza continues unabated
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'How do I deal with societal pressure to appear well-dressed this Eid amid inflation?'
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Eid away from home: Tales of Karachi's duty-bound heroes
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Showbiz stars greet fans, share pictures of their Eid outfits
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'56% of Pakistanis lost weight in Ramadan'
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Pakistani athlete becomes Asia's first qualified disabled paragliding pilot
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Man attempts to take his own life at Makkah's Grand Mosque 
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UFO in space? Nasa's LRO captures strange object on moon 
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COAS Gen Munir hosts Iftar dinner for Pakistan cricket team 
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Threat alerts issued by terrorists for Champions League matches 
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This iPhone charging hack has left users in disbelief: 'Wait...what?' 
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New findings reveal habitability on Mars 
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An accountant's approach to NFC? 
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A sojourn into Lahore's spiritual sights, sounds in search of self 
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The pursuit of uniformity 
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A disdain for reality 
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Unsafe streets 
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Combating intimate mental abuse: Story of unseen scars 
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Crisis of the courts 
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Dispute over Senate election intensifies
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Real story behind Indian defence minister's threat
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Can the ice break between PTI and establishment?
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All eyes on Babar Azam as he returns as Green Shirts' captain
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How long will Imran Khan be imprisoned in jail?
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At least 13 killed as truck carrying pilgrims to Shah Noorani shrine falls into ditch 







	Five PTI workers arrested outside Adiala jail released after brief detention
	On Eid, Gen Munir calls for vigilance 'against adversarial elements seeking to destabilise region'
	'Illegal settlers' behind rampant Karachi street crimes: minister
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Ghost hunting gone wrong: French tourist found dead in abandoned church 







	In pictures: Palestinians mark Eid as Israel's onslaught in Gaza continues unabated
	Jeff Bezos, Mark Zuckerberg face backlash from US 
	Arizona Supreme Court upholds 1864 law that criminalises most abortions
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Explainer: Why are prices of gold at all-time high? 







	Pakistan to ask IMF for fresh bailout package in spring meeting
	Pakistan Railways announces 'massive reduction' in fares on Eid 
	'Shame': Former Tesla CEO speaks up about Elon Musk's decisions 
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Cristiano Ronaldo and Karim Benzema share Eid wishes with fans 







	WATCH: Al-Hilal ridicules Cristiano Ronaldo with WWE music
	Threat alerts issued by terrorists for Champions League matches
	PCB breaks silence on 'infighting' after Babar vs Shaheen controversy
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Ryan Gosling stalks Chris Stapleton in SNL promo: Watch 







	Olivia Rodrigo praises Jewel during final New York 'GUTS' tour concert
	King Charles plans on 'extending olive branch' amid cancer battle
	Queen Elizabeth's lineage faces another royal split
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'How do I deal with societal pressure to appear well-dressed this Eid amid inflation?' 







	'56% of Pakistanis lost weight in Ramadan'
	'Nearly 7,000 children die daily in Pakistan amid paediatric surgeons' shortage'
	Do watermelon seeds help achieve health goals or are they just for spitting?
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	Strange-looking fish stuns woman in Oregon
	Pakistani athlete becomes Asia's first qualified disabled paragliding pilot
	Why have scientists built 3,200-megapixel 'largest digital camera'?
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AI race heats up: OpenAI, Google, Mistral release new models in one day 







	What to know about Instagram's rival?
	UFO in space? Nasa's LRO captures strange object on moon
	Experts explain new phenomena about this exoplanet
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